A4AI Ghana Coalition
Infrastructure Sharing and Open Access Working Group Work Plan
September 2014-March2015
TIMELINE
Sep-14 Oct-14 Nov-14 Dec-14 Jan-15 Feb-15 Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15

Q3/14
OUTPUTS
KEY ACTIVITIES
Output 1
Rationalised
Infrastructure sharing Policy or Developnent of draft work plan.
infrastructure sharing,
new ICT Policy that reflects
which facilitates greater infrastructure
sharing, more efficient
recommendations from
CAPEX, Greater
coalition
Workshop on Infrastructure sharing in order
environmental
to understand options for both the policy
sustainability, more interproposal and infrastructure sharing
sectoral collaboration
regulation
between government
agencies and a more
incentivized private
Meet with the MoC officials and those from
sector.
other relevant minitries and agencies eg
highways, power, to discuss and position
project before development out ouputs and

OUTCOMES

Responsible

RISKS/ASSUMPTIONS

Prof. Clement Dzidonu, MoC,
NCA
A4AI Coalition Members, A4AI
Team,
Telecoms Chamber, Ministry or
Roads and Highways Ghana

Representative of related
ministries do not unerstand
the key issues.

Meet NCA officials to ensure the outputs are
well targetted and pertinent.

Assess the policy review process to be
undertaken by Prof Clement Dzidonu and
calendar to understand where policy
intervention will be most opportune.

National
Coordinator

Advocate for digitilisation policy, but there
must be evidence to support this -

A4AI Coalition

Workshop on Infrastructure sharing in order
to understand options for both the policy
proposal and infrastructure sharing
regulation

A4AI Coalition

Review Ghana Broadband Plan/Policy to
understand its position on infrastructure
sharing for Broadband and how this might be
extended to cover a more general
infrastructure sharing policy

Kojo Boakye

Coalition meeting to share developments participate in infrastructure sharing and open
access workshop

PARTNERS

Policy review process has
no clear calendar/timeline

No implementation plan for
broadband plan to date.
How do we map our overall
activities to that.
Developments with the
execution of activities is
slow.

Best practice review (Possible examples,
Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi, and Senegal).
Understand what has worked elsewhere and
why. Understand has not worked elsewhere
and why.
Develop policy position paper on shared
infrastructure.

Consultation Period

Mercy Koyoi;
Estelle

Existing obstructive
competitive dynamics
A4AI IS and
OA, A4AI
Team,

A4AI Ghana
Coalition, all
stakeholders,
Kwami
Ahiabenu

Submit to MoC/relevant agencies, including
roads and highways etc.

IS THERE A PRESS ELEMENT That has to
be drawn in.

Output 2
Rationalised
Infrastructure Sharing
Infrastructure sharing,
Regulation (passive
which facilitates greater infrastructure)
sharing, less, more
efficient CAPEX, Greater
environmental
sustainability, more intersectoral collaboration
between government
agencies.

Assess whether NCA has completed any
work on an infrastructure sharing regulation.
Assess how best to compliment its work.

Assess other infrastructure sharing
regulations and experiences from the region
and further afield e.g. Mozambique
Develop policy recommendations that
provide focus on lowering cost structures
through infrastructure sharing.

Gaining operators
commitment.

Chief

Mercy Koyoi,
Ernest Brown,
Eric Osaikwan

Find templates for regulation

Kojo

Develop recommendations for infrastructure
sharing regulation based on key findings –
focus on encouraging sharing and
incentivizing stakeholder

A4AI Coalition,
A4AI Team
(Kojo).

Submit policy recommendations to MoC,

A4AI Coalition

Submit regulatory recommendations to NCA

A4AI Coalition

